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The effect of acid–base clustering and ions on
the growth of atmospheric nano-particles
Katrianne Lehtipalo et al.#

The growth of freshly formed aerosol particles can be the bottleneck in their survival to cloud
condensation nuclei. It is therefore crucial to understand how particles grow in the
atmosphere. Insufﬁcient experimental data has impeded a profound understanding of
nano-particle growth under atmospheric conditions. Here we study nano-particle growth in
the CLOUD (Cosmics Leaving OUtdoors Droplets) chamber, starting from the formation of
molecular clusters. We present measured growth rates at sub-3 nm sizes with different
atmospherically relevant concentrations of sulphuric acid, water, ammonia and dimethylamine. We ﬁnd that atmospheric ions and small acid-base clusters, which are not generally
accounted for in the measurement of sulphuric acid vapour, can participate in the growth
process, leading to enhanced growth rates. The availability of compounds capable of stabilizing sulphuric acid clusters governs the magnitude of these effects and thus the exact
growth mechanism. We bring these observations into a coherent framework and discuss their
signiﬁcance in the atmosphere.
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A

tmospheric new-particle formation is a major source of
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN)1 and a large contributor
to the current uncertainty associated with aerosol–cloud–
climate interactions. Signiﬁcant effort in both the ﬁeld and
laboratory settings has been put into unravelling aerosol particle
formation mechanisms and improving predictions and
parameterizations of particle formation rates2–5. However,
new-particle formation and subsequent CCN production is
limited by the particle growth rate (GR) in the 1–3 nm
diameter size range, rather than by the formation rate of
molecular clusters, which are frequently present in the
atmosphere3,6–8. As particles smaller than 3 nm contain only a
handful of molecules, they diffuse almost as rapidly as gases and
their survival probability depends critically on their growth rate.
Interpretation of ﬁeld measurement data suffers seriously from
problems in isolating the different growth processes, such as
vapour condensation, coagulation and various chemical reactions.
The roles of different precursor vapours and ions in growth are
still unclear, as the relevant concentrations in the atmosphere are
extremely low. Laboratory studies conducted so far have not
directly addressed the nano-particle growth issue.
Even though sulphuric acid vapour has been established as the
main driving component for particle formation in the atmosphere2,6,9,10, numerous ﬁeld studies have shown that the growth
rates often substantially exceed the predictions based on
measured sulphuric acid concentrations, and the remaining
fraction of growth has usually been attributed to condensation
of low-volatility organic vapours3,8,10–13. This is supported by
quantitative measurements of the particle composition in the size
range above 10 nm (refs 13,14). It has recently been speculated
that amines or other alkaline vapours could also participate in the
growth process—possibly via salt formation15–18—and aminium
salts have indeed been observed in 10 nm particles15. It has also
been debated to what extent the electric charge of the initial
clusters can assist the growth process, which affects the relative
importance of the neutral and charged particle formation
pathways19–21.
In this study, the observed nano-particle growth can be directly
connected to the precursor vapour concentrations and the gas-toparticle formation processes starting from molecular clusters.
Although sulphuric acid is responsible for the nano-particle
growth in all the studied experimental conditions, the exact
growth mechanism is strongly tied to the presence of compounds
capable of stabilizing sulphuric acid clusters. At low concentrations of base compounds, nano-particles grow mainly via the
uptake of sulphuric acid and base monomers according to the
traditional theory for vapour condensation, and the growth of the
smallest particles is accelerated by the presence of electric charges.
However, when a strongly basic compound is present, the nanoparticle growth can be greatly enhanced by acid-base clusters. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time these phenomena
have been observed and quantiﬁed in a controlled system, which
is required for understanding their role in nature.
Results
The growth rate of sub-3 nm particles in different systems. We
measured the particle diameter GR (usually expressed in
nm h  1) under extremely well-controlled conditions in the
CLOUD (Cosmics Leaving OUtdoors Droplets) chamber at
CERN using multiple techniques and instruments to cover the
size range from about 1 to 100 nm in particle diameter (see
Methods)2. A set of experiments, referred here as binary
experiments, were dedicated to studying particle formation in a
system of sulphuric acid (H2SO4) and water vapour under
different conditions, with other condensable compounds present
2

only as impurities in the chamber. The ammonia concentration in
these experiments was mostly below the detection limit
(35 p.p.t.v. (parts per trillion volume) in CLOUD3 campaign and
about 5 p.p.t.v. in CLOUD4 and CLOUD7)22,23. In separate
experiments, ammonia (NH3; about 100–1,400 p.p.t.v.) or
dimethylamine (DMA; about o5–70 p.p.t.v.) was added to the
chamber to study ternary nucleation and the role of acid-base
clustering and nano-particle growth. To capture atmospherically
relevant conditions, the amine concentration was kept several
orders of magnitude lower than the concentrations used in
previous laboratory studies16,18. The CLOUD measurement
sequence2 allowed us to compare purely neutral experiments, in
which all ions were removed with a high-voltage clearing ﬁeld, to
experiments with ions present in the chamber, but otherwise
identical conditions. The ions were created either by natural
galactic cosmic rays or by enhancing the ionization with a pion
beam from the CERN proton synchrotron.
We developed a method to analyse particle growth rates in the
size range below 3 nm based on the appearance times of newly
formed clusters24 (Supplementary Figs 1 and 2). The GRs of
particles between about 1.5 and 2.5 nm in mobility diameter are
presented in Fig. 1 as a function of the measured H2SO4
monomer concentration. The GRs varied almost linearly with the
H2SO4 concentration at any given NH3 or DMA concentration.
In the binary experiments, the measured GRs were equal or
slightly lower than the GRs predicted by the mass ﬂux of hydrated
H2SO4 monomers on 2 nm particles10. However, it must be kept
in mind that the appearance time growth rates are not exactly
comparable to the mass ﬂux growth rates especially in the sub3 nm size range (see Methods). The addition of alkaline vapours
to the system caused an increase in the GR at a given H2SO4
monomer concentration. The GR increased by a factor 2–3 with
the addition of 4100 p.p.t.v. NH3, and by an additional factor of
B10 with the addition of 45 p.p.t.v. DMA. Further increase in
the alkaline vapour concentrations did not yield a greater
enhancement. The growth rates especially in the DMA system
were much larger than could be expected based on the mass ﬂux
calculated from the measured H2SO4 monomer concentration10,
even when accounting for co-condensation of bases. The GR
measurements were veriﬁed by calculating them independently
from different instruments using different measurement
principles, so the effect of particle composition on the GR
measurement could be excluded (Supplementary Fig. 3).
The effect of acid–base clusters on growth. It has been shown
that sulphuric acid rapidly forms clusters when DMA is present4,25,26. We identiﬁed neutral clusters consisting of up to 12
sulphuric acid and 14 amine molecules25 (Supplementary Fig. 4)
using a nitrate chemical ionization time-of-ﬂight mass
spectrometer (CI-APi-TOF)27. The measured high cluster
concentrations indicate that cluster evaporation is suppressed in
the presence of DMA, and that clustering proceeds near to or at
the kinetic limit25. Indeed, the growth rates determined from
cluster population simulations25,28 (see Methods, and
Supplementary Fig. 5) assuming low or zero evaporation rate
were close to those observed for the experiments with added
DMA (Fig. 1 shaded area). Earlier also McMurry29 has studied
photochemical aerosol formation using a simpliﬁed theoretical
model, which takes into account both monomer and cluster
collisions and assumes evaporation to be negligible, and found
good agreement between measured and modelled size
distributions (in the size range above 10 nm), especially with
enhanced cluster collision rates in the model.
The results imply that in the experiments with added DMA, a
large portion of the sulphuric acid available for growth is bound
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Figure 1 | Growth rates in different systems. Growth rates of 2 nm particles determined with the appearance time method between 1.5 and 2.5 nm
(ref. 24) as a function of the measured sulphuric acid (H2SO4) concentration with different amounts of ammonia (NH3) and dimethylamine (DMA) in the
chamber. In the red data points, ammonia was present only as an impurity (o35 p.p.t.v. for CLOUD3 campaign, o5 p.p.t.v. for CLOUD4 and CLOUD7); for
the blue points NH3 (100–1,400 p.p.t.v.) was added, and for green points DMA (5–70 p.p.t.v.) was added to the chamber. Squares represent experiments
during the CLOUD3 campaign at varying temperatures (T ¼ 248–293 K) and relative humidities (RH ¼ 10–40%), while circles represent CLOUD4 and stars
the CLOUD7 campaign, each at T ¼ 278 K, RH ¼ 38%. Sample size (n) for each system is given in the legend. The red line is the mass ﬂux growth rate
calculated from the sulphuric acid monomer concentration (at T ¼ 278 K)10, and the grey shaded area represents the appearance time growth rate
determined from cluster population simulations25,28 assuming zero cluster evaporation rates and hard-sphere collision rates. A factor of 0.5–3 uncertainty
in the collision rates (giving the limits of the shaded area) arises from the possibly non-unity sticking factors, uncertainty in the geometric cross-section of
the clusters, and possible dipole–dipole enhancements in the collision rates. A collision enhancement factor of 2.7 (green dashed line) gives a good match
between the simulated and measured data points in the sulphuric-acid–DMA system (see also Kürten et al.25).

to larger clusters, which are not measured by the chemical
ionization mass spectrometer (CIMS) technique routinely used
for sulphuric acid measurement, as it only includes the single
molecules of H2SO4 (potentially clustered with water, ammonia
or amine). To verify this, we designed an experiment in which
DMA was added into a clean chamber while the H2SO4
production rate was kept constant. The signal of sulphuric acid
monomer decreased shortly after the DMA was added (Fig. 2a),
accompanied by a concurrent increase in the signal of larger
clusters in the CI-APi-TOF (Fig. 2b). In binary experiments, the
sulphuric acid concentration in the chamber depended almost
linearly on the ultra violet light illumination, because the
sulphuric acid concentration is controlled almost entirely by a
balance between production (which is proportional to ultra
violet) and deposition to the wall. However, this was not the case
after DMA was added, as the measured sulphuric acid monomer
concentration rose much less than expected when doubling the
ultra violet intensity (Fig. 2a). This indicates that a large fraction
of the photochemically produced sulphuric acid was accumulated
in the larger clusters, and thus not detected by the CIMS
measurement. The exact relation between the monomer and total
sulphuric acid is discussed elsewhere30.
In the experiments with sulphuric acid and ammonia, the cluster
formation rate was lower for a given acid concentration than with
DMA4, and a larger fraction of sulphuric acid was available as free

or hydrated monomers. Therefore the increase of the GR with
respect to the binary case (Fig. 1) is likely to be mainly due to
reduced evaporation rates (Supplementary Fig. 6) and/or
contribution of ammonia molecules to the cluster size, as the
growth is expected to progress mostly by consecutive additions of
possibly hydrated sulphuric acid molecules and ammonia
molecules, although cluster–cluster collisions may also have some
contribution especially at high sulphuric acid concentrations.
The effect of electric charges on growth. It has been speculated19–21 that electric charges on clusters can also enhance the
growth rate of the aerosol population signiﬁcantly, either due to
increased condensation of polar vapours on the charged clusters
(increased collision rate) or by making the clusters more
stable (decreased evaporation rate). To date, however, the
magnitude of this growth enhancement or its dependence on
particle size and composition has not been experimentally
veriﬁed. We compared the GR of particles in otherwise
identical experiments but with or without ions present in the
chamber. The growth enhancement factor (GEF), deﬁned as the
ratio of the GR of the total particle population in a charged run to
the GR in the corresponding neutral run, was on average about 3
at the size of 1.5 nm and decreased to about 2 at 2 nm for the
sulphuric acid–water system (Fig. 3). The magnitude of the
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Figure 2 | First addition of DMA. (a) Sulphuric acid monomer concentration (red line) measured by the CIMS as a function of time. In the beginning of the
experiment (14:00–16:00) no dimethylamine was added to the chamber and the DMA concentration was below detection limit. After addition of DMA
(the DMA ﬂow was started around 16:00, after which it took some time to reach the chamber) the measured H2SO4 monomer concentration decreased,
although the production rate of H2SO4 remained constant. After 19:30 the ultra violet light intensity (blue shaded area) was stepwise increased to increase
production of sulphuric acid. (b) Concentrations of selected DMA–H2SO4 clusters measured with the CI-APi-TOF for the same time period.

enhancement factor corresponds to that of theoretical predictions
on the increase in the collision frequency19–21. The addition of
ammonia to the chamber decreased the GEF slightly, but for
experiments with dimethylamine, the enhancement factor was
close to unity at both size ranges. This is mainly because particle
formation was heavily dominated by neutral mechanisms25 and
because dimethylamine already stabilizes the clusters effectively,
therefore leaving no room for additional stabilization by the ions.
On the basis of the results we conclude that the importance of the
ion-enhancement is probably low in the atmospheric boundary
layer, where stabilizing vapours are usually readily available, but it
could be signiﬁcant in very clean environments, for example, in
the free troposphere.
Discussion
Figure 4 summarizes our experimental ﬁndings and places them
into a general framework. The overall growth of nano-particles in
the system containing sulphuric acid, water, ammonia or amines
and ions appears to be governed by sulphuric acid, but the
dominant growth mechanism changes from monomer–cluster
4

collisions, resembling the traditional condensation process, to
cluster–cluster collisions when sufﬁcient amounts of strongly
basic vapours are present. In the region where base compounds
have a limited capability to stabilize the sulphur-containing
clusters, the growth is enhanced by electric charges in line with
theoretical expectations. The charge effect, however, becomes
negligible for sizes above B3 nm. In the presence of stabilizing
vapours, nano-particle growth is faster due to reduced cluster
evaporation rate and is further enhanced by collisions of clusters
containing sulphuric acid, which are not detected by conventional
chemical ionization mass spectrometers that only measure
sulphuric acid vapour.
The signiﬁcance of this ‘hidden’ H2SO4 in the atmosphere will
depend on the cluster distribution under speciﬁc conditions,
which in turn depends on the cluster formation and loss rates, as
well as the properties of the clustering vapours. Clustering is
expected to contribute to nano-particle growth over a wide range
of atmospheric conditions, especially where the pre-existing
particle population is low (Supplementary Fig. 7). This must be
taken into consideration when evaluating atmospheric data,
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forms clusters with a suitable stabilizing compound. It should be
kept in mind that our experiments did not include extremely lowvolatility organic compounds known to participate in the new
particle formation process in continental boundary layers3,31,32,
and that at larger particle sizes organics are still likely to dominate
the growth in these environments12.
This study has demonstrated that the different nano-particle
growth mechanisms in the simultaneous presence of vapour
molecules, ions and molecular clusters can be brought to a
coherent framework, where, depending on the availability on
stabilizing vapours, the nano-particle growth in a sulphuric acid
driven system can be assisted either by ions (in the absence or at
relatively low concentrations of stabilizing vapours), or by clustercluster collisions (in the presence of a strong stabilizing
compound, like dimethylamine). These growth enhancements at
sub-3 nm sizes can signiﬁcantly increase the survival of the
recently formed clusters to aerosol particles and further to cloud
condensation nuclei.
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Figure 3 | The effect of ions. The growth enhancement factor (GEF) due to
the presence of ions in the chamber as a function of diameter in different
systems. The GEF was determined as the ratio of the growth rate of the
total particle population in a charged run and an identical neutral run. Each
data point is at the mean value of all the experiments for which the GEF was
possible to determine for the given system. Error bars give the s.e.m. The
black line shows the case with no growth enhancement. Note that the
magnitude of the enhancement is also dependent on the charged fraction of
the particle population.
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Figure 4 | Conceptual summary. Schematics of the factors affecting the
growth rate of clusters and particles in a sulphuric acid-driven system. In
the presence of vapours which are effective in stabilizing sulphuric acid
clusters (for example, ammonia, amines, organic vapours) cluster collisions
may assist the growth of clusters to nano-particles and up to CCN, while
the enhancement due to electric charge is signiﬁcant only for the initial
steps of cluster formation when the concentrations of stabilizing vapour(s)
are low. The absolute concentration required for signiﬁcant cluster
formation depends on the strength of the stabilization.

especially before drawing any conclusions about the importance
of vapours other than sulphuric acid in particle growth. Therefore
we recommend that sulphuric acid concentrations and GRs
should be measured and modelled using techniques that include
the full cluster distribution, especially in areas, where the
sulphuric acid concentrations are larger than about 5  106 cm  3
and amine concentrations are at ppt levels or higher. However,
the growth enhancement due to clusters is not limited to an
amine system, but is relevant to any system, where sulphuric acid

Methods
The CLOUD experiment. The CLOUD experiment was designed to study the
possible inﬂuence of galactic cosmic rays on atmospheric new particle formation.
A series of particle formation experiments was performed in a stainless steel 26 m3
chamber, which could be exposed to the pion beam from the CERN Proton
Synchroton to simulate galactic cosmic rays. Details of the chamber and gas system
can be found in Duplissy et al.33 and references therein. The data presented in this
article was collected during the CLOUD3 campaign in October–November 2010,
CLOUD4 in June–July 2011, and CLOUD7 in October–December 2012. The
particle formation rates (J1.7) corresponding to the experiment series in Fig. 1 are
published by Almeida et al.4 and they range between about 0.001 and
500 cm  3 s  1 depending on the gas concentrations used. The numbers of particles
participating in the growth process depend on the formation rate, and the
maximum concentration reached during the experiment range from about 10 to
106 cm  3 (typically 102 to 104 cm  3).
The PSM. The Airmodus A09 Particle Size Magniﬁer (PSM)34 is a dual-stage
mixing-type condensation particle counter (CPC), which uses diethylene glycol to
activate particles and grow them to about 90 nm in diameter. Further growth to
detectable sizes for optical counting was done with a TSI 3010 (CLOUD3 and
CLOUD7) or TSI 3772 (CLOUD4) butanol-CPC. The cutoff size (50% activation
efﬁciency) of the PSM was varied between about 1.1 and 2.5 nm by changing
the mixing ratio of the sample and saturator ﬂow, which determines the
supersaturation inside the instrument. The relation between cutoff size and mixing
ratio was determined in laboratory calibrations using mobility standards
(tetra-alkyl ammonium halide salts electrosprayed from methanol solutions)35
and size-selected silver and ammonium sulphate particles produced with a tube
furnace. The size classiﬁcation was done using a high-resolution Herrmann
Differential Mobility Analyzer. The composition of the ions used for calibration
was veriﬁed after size selection with an APi-TOF mass spectrometer (see below).
Details of the calibration set-up and results are discussed elsewhere36,37. The
concentration measured with the PSM was calculated for several different cutoff
sizes between about 1 and 3 nm assuming step-wise cutoff functions according to
the calibrations, which were used to convert the data into a size distribution24. An
example of the particle concentrations during an experiment with DMA is given in
Supplementary Fig. 1. It should be noted that particle composition can affect their
detection efﬁciency close to the instrument cutoff size. On the basis of calibrations
with ions of different compositions and charging states, the error in cutoff diameter
is assumed to be in the order of ±0.2 nm for inorganic ions3,24.
The APi-TOF. The atmospheric pressure interface time-of-ﬂight mass spectrometer (APi-TOF)38 measures the composition and concentrations of ions at massto-charge ratios ranging from about 50 Th to 3,300 Th (1 Th ¼ 1 Da per e, where
e ¼ electric charge). Only singly charged ions were observed, so mass-to-charge
ratio (Th) can be used interchangeably with mass (Da). Sample ions are pulled
through a 300-mm oriﬁce and then guided with ion focusing quadrupoles and ion
lenses through two consecutive chambers, where the pressure is gradually lowered.
In the ﬁnal TOF chamber (pressure of 10  6 mbar) ions are pushed orthogonally to
their entrance trajectories to measure the time of ﬂight (ﬂight path about 1 m). The
instrument’s mass accuracy is better than 10 mTh per Th with mass resolving power
5,000 Th per Th (resolving power is deﬁned as a ratio of mass and full width of the
peak at half maximum intensity). During the CLOUD3 campaign, one APi-TOF
was used either in negative or positive mode (mostly in negative mode, for
detecting negatively charged ions). During the CLOUD4 and CLOUD7 campaigns,
two APi-TOFs were deployed; one measuring negatively charged ions
continuously, while the other measured positively charged ions.
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During the formation of negative and/or positive ions in the CLOUD chamber,
the relevant ion spectra measured by the APi-TOFs were dominated by clusters of
the shapes (H2SO4)a q þ /  , (NH3)b (H2SO4)a q þ /  , or (C2H7N)b (H2SO4)a
q þ /  , where the ion q þ /  would be either HSO4 or HSO5 for anions, and
either NH4þ or C2H8N þ for cations. Nucleation in the ion channel(s) was either
initiated by increasing sulphuric acid concentrations (by increasing ultra violet
illumination) or by increasing the ion production rate (by either turning off the
chamber’s high-voltage clearing ﬁeld or turning on the beam of ionizing radiation).
Any of these actions resulted in an increase of the count rates of all ions. The count
rates of ion clusters, however, increased later or more slowly than the count rates of
the single molecule ions. The bigger the clusters, the slower their count rates rose.
Eventually (within o1 to 20 min), the count rates of all ions reached a ‘steadystate’ level.
The CI-APi-TOF. The chemical ionization atmospheric pressure interface time-ofﬂight (CI-APi-TOF) mass spectrometer comprises a specially designed inlet for
CI at ambient pressure, and the above-described APi-TOF. The instrument is
described in detail elsewhere27 therefore only a brief discussion of the CI-part of
the system is given here.
The CI-system used here is the prototype of Airmodus Ltd chemical ionization
source (model: CI-02). The design of the CI-inlet is based largely on the original
NCAR-design27,39,40. The largest difference from above-cited systems is the ion
production method. Here ions are produced in a sheath ﬂow concentric to the
sample ﬂow by o10 keV photons generated by an X-ray tube (Hamamatsu L9490).
Minute quantities of nitric acid vapour were fed into the sheath gas resulting in the
formation of NO3 (HNO3)n,n ¼ 0–2 ions. These ions are mixed with the sample ﬂow
entering the ion–molecule interaction chamber at the centre line by means of an
electric ﬁeld. The design is virtually wall-less so losses of ions to the wall occur only
in the 12-cm sample inlet tube. The sample ﬂow in the system is 10 l min  1 and
the concentric sheath ﬂow where ions are produced is 20 l min  1. Cryogenic
nitrogen was used as sheat gas to minimize possible contamination.
The CI-system was originally designed for measurements of sulphuric acid.
Ionization in the CI-system occurs at ambient pressure via a proton transfer
between nitrate ions and sulphuric acid:
H2 SO4 þ NO3  ðHNO3 Þn;n¼0  2 ! HSO4  HNO3 þ nðHNO3 Þn ¼ 0  2

ð1Þ

The chemically ionized sample is guided into the APi-TOF through a critical oriﬁce
at a ﬂow rate of B0.8 l min  1. Clusters in equation (1) partly decompose in the
vacuum of the APi-TOF. The sulphuric acid concentration (in molecules cm  3)
measured with the CI-APi-TOF is calculated from the measured ion signals
according to:
½H2 SO4  ¼

HSO4 þ H2 SO4 NO3
C;
NO3 þ HNO3 NO3 þ HNO3 ðHNO3 ÞNO3

ð2Þ

where C is the calibration coefﬁcient. The calibration coefﬁcient includes
the correction from the losses in the sample line from the CLOUD chamber
to the CI-APi-TOF (B40% transmission). The calibration coefﬁcient of
1.25  1010 cm  3 is obtained using a sulphuric acid generator for calibration41.
The detection limit (deﬁned here as signal level of three times the s.d. of the
background with 15 min integration time) of sulphuric acid monomer has been
deﬁned in an earlier study to be 3.2  104 cm  3 (ref. 27). The error in the
sulphuric acid monomer concentration arises mainly from instrument calibrations,
and is estimated to be ±45% (ref. 42).
Here the instrument was also used to detect clusters of sulphuric acid and
dimethylamine (Supplementary Figs 2 and 4). In case of clusters, the quantiﬁcation
of the exact concentration is more complicated due to lack of established
calibration methods. Clusters are not necessarily charged upon every collision with
nitrate ions and they are likely to lose an amine molecule on conversion of a
sulphuric acid molecule to bisulphate ion (which is essentially a base) in the
cluster41–43. The clusters can also undergo some evaporation or fragmentation
inside the vacuum of the APi-TOF. To protect the clusters, APi-TOF was tuned to
cause as little fragmentation as possible, but experimental or theoretical data on the
stability would be required to determine the absolute concentrations accurately. For
the purposes of this study the exact concentration of neutral clusters is not required
as the growth rate can be determined independent of the absolute concentrations.
More discussion on the cluster concentration evaluation in the H2SO4–DMA
system can be found in the literature25,26. Jen et al.26 also discusses the differences
in the detected cluster concentrations using either nitrate or acetate as chemical
ionization method in a cluster-CIMS, and shows progress in reconciling the mass
spectrometric method with particle number concentration measurements.
The nano-SMPS. The aerosol size distribution was measured with a scanning
mobility particle sizer (nano-SMPS). The differential mobility analyzer of the SMPS
was designed to have a higher size resolution and transmission for particle mobility
equivalent diameters between 5 and 90 nm. The particle concentration behind the
differential mobility analyzer was measured with a modiﬁed TSI 3772 CPC.
The NAIS. The ion concentration and size distribution in the CLOUD chamber
was measured with a neutral cluster and air ion spectrometer (NAIS)44. The NAIS
6

is able to measure the ion number size distributions in the mobility equivalent
diameter range of 0.8 to 40 nm and the total particle number size distributions
from about 2 to 40 nm in mobility diameter. The instrument used in CLOUD was a
second generation version of the instruments (so called Airborne NAIS) with
improvements especially on the ﬂow control45.
Measurements of the gas phase compounds. The sulphuric acid concentration
was measured with a CIMS40, channel 97 Th. In CLOUD7, also the CI-API-TOF
could be used to determine the sulphuric acid (monomer) concentration.
Ammonia was measured in CLOUD3 by long path absorption
spectrophotometry22 and a proton transfer reaction mass spectrometer
(PTR-MS)46. In CLOUD4 and CLOUD7 ammonia concentrations were measured
with a PTR-MS and an ion chromatograph23, which additionally measured the
dimethylamine concentration. Proton transfer reaction time of ﬂight (PTR-ToF)47
mass spectrometer was used for measurements of organic vapour concentrations in
the chamber48.
The appearance time method for determining GRs. There is no established
method available to study the growth rate of total (or neutral) particle population
in the size range below 3 nm. At the very beginning of the particle formation
process, the particle population does not yet form a distinct ‘mode’, so the mode
ﬁtting or maximum concentration methods49,50 frequently used for size
distributions at larger sizes were not directly applicable. Therefore, we developed
the appearance time method24, which can be used for obtaining information about
the growth rate even at the beginning of the growth process. In this method, we
search for the time when certain sized clusters are formed and the growth rate can
be determined based on the time lag between the formation of successive clusters.
The appearance time method resembles the time lag method of Riccobono
et al.51 where they estimated GRs based on the time difference of particle detection
in different CPCs at different cutoff sizes. However, by adjusting the cutoff size of
one instrument, instead of comparing different instruments, we could avoid the
systematic error in the time lag method arising from different shapes of the
instrument cutoff curves52. Also, the appearance time method can be applied to
particle data in narrow size bins, or even single clusters. This method was used here
for the data measured with the (CI)-APi-TOF and the PSM. The appearance times
from the PSM and the CI-APi-TOF for a series of experiments with H2SO4 and
DMA is presented in Supplementary Fig. 2.
Modelling studies24,52 on how well the appearance time growth rate represents
the actual growth rate of the particles indicate that the appearance time method can
give larger values especially at the beginning of the growth process and for very
small clusters, but the values approach the ‘reference growth rate’ (the input GR in
the aerosol dynamic simulation24) before about 2 nm. The appearance time GR was
also shown to approach the GR calculated from the molecular ﬂuxes with
increasing cluster size, but the agreement between these two quantities depended
strongly both on the model system and the external conditions52. Situations where
cluster–cluster collisions contributed signiﬁcantly to the growth were not
considered in the comparison. Both the cluster properties (charge distribution,
evaporation rate and so on) and their dynamics (formation rate, loss rate) affect
how robustly the growth rate can be determined, which is also true for most other
methods to determine GRs from measurement data21.
GRs from the PSM. The growth rate was determined from the appearance times
of the particle population with different cutoff sizes of the PSM. The appearance
times were plotted against the cutoff size, and the GR was determined from a linear
ﬁt between the times and sizes as in Supplementary Fig. 2. The ﬁtting was done
separately for the size range 1–2 nm (GR1.5) and 1.5–2.5 nm (GR2).
The appearance time was deﬁned either as the time when the ﬁrst particles
appeared to a certain cutoff size (B5% increase in the total concentration), or as
the time when the concentration in a size bin reached 50% of its maximum value.
Both of these alternatives gave approximately same results for the GR. The
robustness of the method under a range of conditions has been tested in a
sensitivity study24, which indicated that the resulting GRs are quite insensitive to
the way of selecting the appearance time or small errors in determining the cutoff
curves.
Since the time resolution of the PSM in scanning mode is 2 min, this method
does not give a reasonable value for runs with very high growth rate
(430 nm h  1), as the particles appear almost simultaneously in all size ranges, and
these cases were excluded from the analysis. Using this method, a GR value could
be calculated from 158 individual experiments for the CLOUD3 campaign, 109 for
the CLOUD4 campaign and 90 for CLOUD7 campaign.
GRs from the APi-TOF. The data from APi-TOFs were processed with the latest
versions of tofTools38, a set of programs based on MATLAB. To retrieve ion
growth rates, each experiment was analysed separately: the average spectrum over
the steady-state periods was used to calibrate the mass axis (that is, the conversion
from time-of-ﬂight to mass), and for creating a peak list, including identiﬁed as
well as unidentiﬁed compounds. The data of interest was then averaged over
0.5 min time steps, and the mass axis calibration applied to each 0.5 min spectrum.
Counts therein were attributed to appropriate peaks from the peak list, yielding a
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time series for each peak. For obtaining growth rates of negatively charged ions,
counts were used from (H2SO4)a HSO4 (aZ0), (NH3)b (H2SO4)a HSO4 (bZ1,
aZ3), and (C2H7N)b (H2SO4)a HSO4 (bZ1, aZ2). For obtaining growth rates of
positively charged ions, counts were used from (NH3)b (H2SO4)a NH4þ , and
(C2H7N)b (H2SO4)a C2H8N þ . Following Ehn et al.53, a mobility diameter was
calculated for each of these compounds, depending only on mass and density of the
compounds. Bulk densities of ammonium bisulphate (1,780 kg m  3) or sulphuric
acid (1,840 kg m  3) or linear interpolations in-between were used according to ratios
of NH3 and H2SO4 molecules in the compounds. The same was done for mixed
C2H7N/H2SO4 clusters, while the bulk density of dimethylaminium bisulphate,
however, is not known. Densities between 1,100 and 1,900 kg m  3 were tested. The
differences between the resulting mobility diameters were small, and a density of
1,500 kg m  3 was assumed thereafter. All clusters with the same number of H2SO4
molecules, but varying base content were combined into one data point for the line
ﬁtting to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of count rates. Each time series was
normalized to the steady-state count rates before the start of the experiment ( ¼ 0%)
and to the steady-state count rates during new particle formation ( ¼ 100%), and
smoothed (moving average over 2 min). The points in time (at 0.5 s precision) when
each of these time series passed through 50% were plotted versus the corresponding
mobility diameters. The inverse of the slope of an applied linear ﬁt equalled the
growth rate. A similar method was used for the CI-APi-TOF.
Comparison to other methods for determining GRs. The GRs of charged
particle (negative and positive ions) were determined for three size ranges
(below 3, 3–7 nm and larger than 7 nm) from size distributions measured by the
NAIS using the maximum-concentration method49,50. Following this method, we
determined the time when the maximum concentration in each size fraction of the
instrument was reached. To minimize the inﬂuence of noise in the data, the
maximum time was determined from ﬁtting a Gaussian function at the
approximate location of the concentration maximum, and using the peak of this
ﬁtted function as the maximum time. The particle growth rate was then obtained as
the slope of a linear least-squares ﬁt to the data points of the geometric mean
diameter of the size fraction versus time of maximum concentration.
The growth rates at sizes larger than 3 nm were determined from the measured
particle size distribution either by the mode ﬁtting method or by following the edge
of the distribution. These methods were used for particle size distributions
measured by the nano-SMPS or by the NAIS in total particle mode, and for the
combination of a nano-radial-differential mobility analyzer (nRDMA) and a PSM.
Also the size information given by the laminar diffusion tube, which combines an
ultraﬁne CPC with the particle size-dependency of the diffusion losses in the
sampling line, was used for estimating the growth rate.
Supplementary Fig. 3 compares the GRs from the CLOUD4 campaign
determined from the different instruments both with and without dimethylamine
in the chamber. In general the agreement is good between the different
instruments, even though they have slightly different size ranges, and the GR data
were analysed with different methods. The apparent increase in GR due to
dimethylamine can be seen with all the methods, which rules out any artefact in the
GR measurement due to particle composition.
The GEF. The GEF was deﬁned as the ratio between the total particle population
growth rate in a charged run with the pion beam (or galactic cosmic rays run if GR
for the corresponding charged run could not be determined) divided by the total
particle population growth rate in a neutral run, as described in equation (3). In the
charged run the conditions were otherwise exactly similar to the neutral run, but
there were ions present in the chamber.
GEF ¼

GRcharged
GRneutral

ð3Þ

The determined GEFs should be considered maximum estimates. As the sulphuric
acid concentration does not immediately rise as a step function when ultra
violet light is turned on, it might be still rising in the beginning of the neutral
run, whereas the charged runs were usually started when the sulphuric acid
concentration had already stabilized. This would especially affect the lowest size
when GR is high, and thus give a slightly too high GEF. To minimize this artefact,
we calculated the mean of the sulphuric acid concentration for each experiment
during the exact period from which the GR was determined, and if the
concentration differed by more than 10% in the charged and neutral run,
the pair was excluded from the GEF analysis.
It should be noted that the GEF does not describe the difference between the growth
rate of an individual neutral particle and an individual ion, but rather the effect of the
ions onto the apparent growth rate of the total population, which is affected by the
charging state of the aerosol population and the ion and aerosol dynamics21.
The simulated molecular clusters. The effect of neutral clusters on the
nano-particle growth rates was modelled with atmospheric cluster dynamics
code28. Instead of studying the full four-component acid–ammonia–DMA–water
system, the simulations were performed on a simpliﬁed quasi-unary model system
with single-component clusters containing up to 70 molecules. The model
substance consisted of spherical molecules with the properties of the sulphuric

acid–dimethylamine dimer: a molecular mass of 143.16 a.m.u. and an assumed
liquid density of 1,500 kg m  3. In all the simulations, the temperature was set to
278 K. In cluster evaporation rate calculations, a surface tension of 0.05 N m  1 was
used, and the saturation vapour pressure was lowered from that of sulphuric acid to
values between 5  10  9 and 10  7 Pa to qualitatively mimic the stabilization of
clusters by base molecules.
The time evolution of the cluster concentrations was obtained by numerically
solving the time derivatives of the concentrations Ci of all the modelled cluster sizes
i ¼ 1–70
X
X
dCi 1 X
1X
b
Cj Ci  j þ
gði þ jÞ;j Ci þ j 
bi;j Ci Cj 
g
Ci þ Qi  Si Ci :
¼
2 joi j;ði  jÞ
2 joi i;ði  jÞ
dt
j
j

ð4Þ
Here bi,j is the collision coefﬁcient for the collision of clusters i and j, g(i þ j)-i,j is
the evaporation rate of cluster i þ j breaking into clusters i and j, and Si is the loss
rate of cluster i onto the walls of the chamber. Qi is a production rate relevant only
for the monomer i ¼ 1. The terms on the right-hand-side include all possible
collisions and evaporations that form or destroy cluster i: those occurring between
a cluster and a vapour monomer, and those involving two clusters, or two
monomers. The evaporations, however, were not included in all the simulation sets
(see section The collision and evaporation rates in the simulations below).
Collisions products larger than the 70-mer were lost from the simulated system and
assumed not to evaporate back to smaller sizes.
Determining the growth rates from the simulations. The growth rates in all
model runs were determined by using a similar method as with the measured data:
the appearance times (50% of total concentration) of different sized clusters were
determined and a linear ﬁt was applied to times and cluster sizes to obtain the
growth rate at c. 2 nm mobility diameter. The ﬁt was applied to a size range of ﬁve
adjacent clusters around the size of 2 nm. The obtained growth rates are presented
as a function of the average monomer concentration over the appearance time
period. Supplementary Fig. 5 illustrates the method used for the simulation data
using the same average monomer concentration during the growth time as in the
experiments presented in Supplementary Fig. 2 and assuming zero evaporation rate
of the clusters. Note that in this study we considered the enhancement in GR
compared with the same sulphuric acid monomer concentration and not the total
sulphuric acid concentration, which includes also the acid molecules bound to
clusters. The relation between modelled total sulphuric acid and the measured
sulphuric acid (monomer or total) concentration in the dimethylamine experiments from CLOUD is studied in more detail by Rondo et al.30.
The collision and evaporation rates in the simulations. The collision rates
b were calculated as hard-sphere collisions from kinetic gas theory, and the
evaporation rates g were determined via detailed balance from the Gibbs free energies
of the clusters calculated according to the liquid drop model. Detailed formulae for
the rate coefﬁcients and the free energies can be found in the literature28,52,
respectively. As one of our aims was to study how cluster stabilization affects the
appearance time growth rates, we performed several simulation sets using different
values for the evaporation rates. In Fig. 1, we show a set of simulations with all
evaporation rates set to zero. Supplementary Fig. 6 shows the effect of evaporation
rates of different orders onto the appearance time growth rates.
The assumption of spherical droplets with the bulk liquid density in the
collision coefﬁcient calculation gives rise to some uncertainty in the collision crosssections. Furthermore, dipole–dipole interactions (or to a lesser extent Debye forces
and London dispersion forces) can increase the collision rates compared with the
hard-sphere approximation. On the other hand, all collisions might not stick, and a
sticking factor lower than unity has the same effect as lowering the collision rate.
This uncertainty in the (effective) collision rates was studied by running two
additional sets of simulations for Fig. 1: one with all collision coefﬁcients multiplied
by three and another with all rates divided by two. This uncertainty range gives the
grey shaded area in Fig. 1. The kinetic model used by Kürten et al.25 to simulate
cluster formation in a DMA–sulphuric acid system uses an enhancement factor of
about 2.3 for the collision rates and gave identical GRs, when using the same
assumptions and the same input parameters.
The scavenging of clusters in the simulations. The wall-loss rate constants
S were calculated according to the formula presented by Almeida et al.4. The
magnitude and size dependence of the wall losses affect the time evolution of the
cluster concentrations and thereby the appearance time growth rate, so the
uncertainty in the wall-loss parameterization is propagated to an uncertainty in the
modelled GRs.
To evaluate in which kind of atmospheric conditions we can expect the effect of
clustering on the particle growth rates to be signiﬁcant, we performed additional
sets of simulations varying the magnitude of the loss rates. In these simulations the
size-dependency of the loss rate was assumed to be of the form
Si ¼ CS  ðdi =d1 Þ  1:5
ð5Þ
where CS ¼ S1 is the condensation sink of the vapour monomer i ¼ 1, di is the
geometric diameter of cluster i and d1 is the monomer diameter. This corresponds
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to a typical size-dependency of the sink caused by a population of larger aerosol
particles in the atmosphere. The growth rates were calculated using different values
of vapour condensation sink CS from 10  4 s  1 representing a very clean
environment to 10  2 s  1 representing a quite polluted environment. For each
value of condensation sink, simulations were performed for sulphuric acid
production rates between 103 and 107 cm  3 s  1. The results are presented in
Supplementary Fig. 7 as a function of the resulting average acid concentrations.
As expected, a higher condensation sink lowers the GRs in the case with
signiﬁcant clustering. On the other hand, when evaporation is considered, the GRs
increase with increasing CS (although the number of clusters participating in the
growth decreases with increasing CS). The increase in the GR is related to the
cluster distribution reaching steady-state faster. A similar effect was observed by
Olenius et al.52 both for the ﬂux GR and for the appearance time GR studied here.
For the ﬂux GR, this phenomenon can be understood by considering the shape of
the cluster distribution. The sink lowers the concentration of all clusters, but the
effect is stronger for larger clusters, and therefore the backward (evaporation) ﬂux
decreases more than the forward (collision) ﬂux, increasing the ﬂux GR. As a result,
an increasing CS brings the GRs for an evaporating system closer to the case with
no evaporation, although the GRs are still higher when there is no evaporation.
This indicates that the signiﬁcance of clusters to GR gets smaller, but not negligible
with increasing sink. Even at a high condensation sink (CS 10  2 s  1), typical for
highly polluted environments, there is a region, where clusters clearly affect the GR.
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